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Introduction
•

PEP 53374 is located adjacent to the Maui Field, in
the offshore Taranaki Basin

•

Operated by Todd (100%)

•

Multiple play types over 966 km2 permit

•

•

Moki Fm (Vulcan, Vixen, Vampire)

•

Eocene Maui C-Sands equivalent (Maui NE)

•

Paleocene Maui F-Sands equivalent

•

Cretaceous

This talk focuses on the Moki Fm prospectivity
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Vulcan prospect
•

Primary target: Moki Fm turbidite fan
sands

•

Two sands have a combined potential
P50 reserves of ~69 MMbbl recoverable

•

Pg ~22%

•

Amplitude support

•

Covered by the new 2015 Trestles 3D
seismic survey

•

Water depth ~100 m

Vixen
Taranui-1

Vulcan

Vulcan
Depth map
Upper Moki A Sand

Instantaneous amplitude, reflectivity,
Upper Moki A Sand
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Vulcan prospect
A’

A

•

Geological interpretation of the
prospect is a combined
stratigraphic/structural trap

B’

B

A’
B

Fault juxtaposition
seal to NW and SE

B’
A

Instantaneous amplitude, reflectivity,
Upper Moki A Sand

Quantifying risk – geological & geophysical challenges
•

At the start of the project a work programme was designed to address
the major technical risks that had been identified:
•

Structural closure – lack of 3D seismic coverage over the whole
prospect

•

Effect of seismic data quality – noise and offset limitations, different
vintages of data, merging of disparate 3D seismic surveys

•

Significance of identified seismic amplitudes on the prospect –
hydrocarbons, lithology, artefacts associated with merging and
balancing of amplitudes

•

Seal assessment in structural and stratigraphic trapping
configurations

Seismic data coverage: pre-2015
•

Opunake, Tui and Maui 3D surveys

•

Overlap from Maui and Opunake surveys
on Vulcan and Vampire prospects

•

Northern area of permit has sparse 2D
seismic coverage

•

2015 Trestles 3D was acquired to de-risk
the closure of the Vulcan prospect to the
north

Seismic data coverage: post 2015
•

Trestles 3D seismic survey

•

Broadband deep tow

•

12 slanted streamers, 100 m separation,
7,050 m far offset, 94 fold, 220 km2

•

Overlap, match and pre-stack depth
merge with Maui, Opunake & Tui 3Ds

•

Depth model building incorporating
anisotropy parameters from surrounding
wells

•

A new Miocene prospect, Vixen, was
defined during mapping of Trestles 3D

Improvements in seismic data
•

Broadband processing of Trestles and
vintage 3D surveys

•

Iterative PSDM velocity analysis to
improve imaging of complex structures

•

Preservation of amplitude and bandwidth
across all offsets
2015 Trestles 3D survey – original processing

•

Spectral Blueing – spectral shaping using
well data (Blache-Fraser, G. & Neep,J. 2004)

2015 Trestles 3D survey – with spectral blueing

Identified seismic amplitudes over Vulcan
•

AvO shows a good response over Vulcan

•

Amplitudes shut-off across Moki Channel
features that dissect the earlier fan-sand
system

•

Amplitudes on downthrown fault blocks
dim in comparison to on-structure

PEP 53374
Instantaneous amplitude, reflectivity,
Upper Moki A Sand
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AVO – insights from Tui-1 fluid substitution model
HC substitution at Tui-1 shows decrease in
density, acoustic impedance and Vp/Vs ratio

•

Vp/Vs ratio is the most diagnostic of hydrocarbon
saturation: plot of Vp/Vs vs AI shows one can
discriminate between oil, gas and brine

•

For gas saturation there is a stronger amplitude
“kick” at far angles

Vp/Vs

•

11
AI

•

Vulcan has Class III AVO response
trending to Class IV

•

Fluid substitution at Tui-1 used to provide
comparison for inversion data and
generate probability density functions
(PDF)

•

Initial inversion results did not tie Tui-1
suggesting there are lithology variations

•

Comparison of the petrography of Tui-1 to
Maari-1 shows decrease in clay content
and different mineralogy

•

Low clay model used for Vulcan inversion

relative Vp/Vs

AVO and seismic amplitudes

relative AI

AVO and seismic amplitudes
• Inverted data were plotted against the
PDFs from the low clay model

Amplitude, AI
Upper Moki A Sand

• At Vulcan upper sand there is a clear
shift of the inverted data points when
moving from the crest to off structure
• AVO inversion indicates oil or low GOR
oil at Vulcan anomaly

Inversion results upper sand off Vulcan crest – low clay model

• There is a strong Class III AVO fluid
factor response in the lower Moki
• Bayesian probabilities were calculated for
different fluid properties
Inversion results Vulcan crest – low clay model

Seal assessment – top seal
•

Petrographic and mercury injection
capillary pressure (MICP) assessment
of sidewall cores

•

The top seal immediately above Moki A
comprises claystones and silty
claystones (~60% clay components)

•

Moki A intraformational and Moki B
seals have similar mineralogy and clay
abundances

•

Analysis of deeper section using drill
cuttings results in ~20% decrease in
values over sidewall cores

•

Top seal capable of holding back 106 m
to 201 m HC column

Seal assessment – fault seal
•

Faults A & C provide closure along the NW
and SE margins

•

Allen diagrams constructed

•

Shale gouge ratio (SGR) and shale smear
calculations from offset well data

SE

NW

A’

A

A

Near Top Moki A Sand
Near Base Moki A Sand
Moki B

T40 Nr Top Eocene
T30

A’

Basement

Seal assessment – fault seal
•

No sand juxtaposition at Fault C

•

Sand juxtaposition at Fault A

•

Shale gouge ratio calculations indicate that
fault A should seal sufficiently to hold the full
Vulcan HC column

Fault Juxtaposition Diagram

Top of Juxtaposition
~150 m
Base of column
Footwall sand
Hangingwall sand

•

67 psi needed to hold back column
End-member offset Moki Wells
Maui 3 type - likely fault will
seal a full column at the sandsand juxtaposition

Maui 6 type - highly likely fault
will seal a full column at the
sand-sand juxtaposition

Vulcan reservoir
depth < 3 km

67 psi
Maui 6
analogue
SGRs 70-80%

Bretan et al. 2003
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Conclusions
•

Critical risks identified as part of prospect mapping and project definition

•

Acquisition of Trestles 3D and merge with existing surveys has created robust
interpretation dataset for the permit

•

AVO study has shown that clay content of the Moki sands is important in
understanding their physical response. Variations across the area may be related
to depositional processes in different areas of the turbidite fan.

•

MICP study of material from offset wells indicates top seal is competent for the
closure heights required in Vulcan

•

Fault offset studies indicate potential juxtaposition of Moki sands across Fault C,
but shale gouge calculations indicate the fault should be capable of holding a
~150 m oil column
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